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 HELLO READER  We are only responsible for
our articles etc. others herein are for theirs
responsible or like Jane’s are in honour of them for
being a Folk Patriot until their death. Whatever
pedantics think about my grammar I hope you
clearly grasp what I say about which you are free
to payfully use Your Voice in “Our Voice” to
write, if you stay in our Folk Family norms of
decency and is not insultive of anyone e.g.
intrusive on their private life which is not against
the criminal law or their social stated morals,
otherwise you get your money back from this
pioneering paper, which as an open Folk Forum
gives payers the means ( By we being viably cheap
with only entrants proved too poor to pay being
dependent on the editor ) to publicly say their
opinions on anything in this paper’s Economics;
Country; Culture; Health; Home; Politics; Travel;
Sport etc. sections  About its section place,
entrants must trust the Editor’s layout decision.
The ethnic media e.g. Asian Times; The
(Caribbean) Gleaner; Jewish and Muslim
Chronicles; The Voice ( Headlined as being
“Britains Best Black Paper”) rightly support
their kind, faiths etc. but under the Parasites’ and
Folk Traitors’ vile propaganda media made hostile
social climate  ( That has cowed Our Folk to
accept alien control of our economy and so
military, political, cultural dictatorship of our
country ) these papers, books etc. are in libraries
and sold in shops while true Folk Loyal British
ones are accused of racism etc. for supporting, as  
do the alien media,   their folk and banned in Free
Speech’s name, to choke us to death against which
“Our Voice” etc. will fight to the death.   Wily
Alien Racists   call us racists to exalt their race and
stop us from seeing nature has bred many races
with richly diverse ethnics, cultures, giving
Africans, Asians, Caucasians, Orientals a natural
pride in their forebears and so defend their race,
culture, land etc. as nature’s raw law says:  Any
specie unfit to live does into death flit.  So as all
healthy races we defend ours but don’t brazenly
assume we are a superior God Chosen Race
picked to rule the world, as do the   megalomaniac
phoney semite, pseudo jew, anti-goyite, paranoic
Zionist bigots thru their repulsively offensive  
Elitist Racism.
.
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“To be, or not to
be: that is the

question:
Whether ‘tis
nobler in the

mind to suffer
The slings and

arrows of
outrageous

fortune,  Or take
up arms against a
sea of troubles,

And by opposing
end them?

Shakespeare

"... I know not
what course

others may take,
but as for me,

give me liberty or
give me death!" --

Patrick Henry

"...The price of
freedom is eternal

vigilance." --
Thomas Jefferson

"..During times of
universal deceit,
telling the truth

becomes a revol-
utionary act." -
George Orwell

Words of
freedom only

speak thru acts to
make them living
facts. F.P.Walsh

Folk Traitors and
aliens want us to
hate ourselves for
hating them who
hate us for loving
our Folk Loyalist
mates. F.P.Walsh

A  Folk Loyalists’
duty is to free their
folk from any alien
yoke by all needed
means.  F.P.Walsh

FOR A CONFEDERAL W.I.S.E UNITED BRITAIN ALLIED TO A CONFEDERAL EUROPE AFFILIATED TO AN ANTI FEDERAL CONFEDERAL WORLD LEAGUE

 History teaches us that the path to tyranny is often taken with small steps The transition
from democracy to oppression in the Modern Age is undertaken via the complicit silence of
politicians not the shrill scream of cannon fire. In the past revolutions were under- taken on
barricades and battlefields in the Modern Age they are forged in supine and gutless
parliaments with the blessing of weak and corrupt politicians.   David Blunkett's proposal
to bring in new laws that make it an 'offence to incite religious hatred' is such an example of

post- modern tyranny. When the liberal elite finally enact the promised plethora of new laws to forbid any
form of public dissent those political parties that fail to adapt to this new political reality will find that they
become the victim of perpetual state oppression until they are driven to destruction. Banning dissent Under
the aegis of the 'War on Terrorism', the 'War against Dissent' has already begun. The Constitutional Court in
Germany has already allowed a motion for the banning of the NPD to go before it - which will lead to the
eventual banning of the first political party in Germany since the sixties.The method that the liberalelite will
use to enforce their culture (Cult OV Ed.) of compliance is the continuous use of legislation that prohibits free
speech and outlaws any public form of dissent against the prevailing leftist consensus, hopefully under the
cloak and emotions of war time. Repealing legislation  It is the policy of the British National Party to
introduce complete and absolute freedom of speech in Britain. This naturally will include a repeal of all laws
and legislation introduced during the last fifty years that inhibit and stifle freedom of speech. Examples of
legislation that will be repealed by a future British National Party government are listed below. This though is
not an exhaustive list and there are many other petty laws that inhibit free speech to be swept away.  Laws to
be repealed Public Order Act of 1936; Race Relation Act 1965; Race Relation Act 1968;  The European
Communities Act 1972; Race Relation Act 1976; Public 0rder Acts 1986;  Race Relations (Amendment) Act
2000; Human Rights Act 2000. Leftist tyranny The BNP, once political power has been obtained, will
unleash a legislative revolution that will free the British People from decades of liberal-left tyranny. True
freedom in this country can only be enacted once we sweep away the legislative detritus of the past. The party
will of course be forced to modify and code the language which at present we employ, to adjust to the new
laws. The very fact that a democratic political party dedicated to the acquisition of power through the ballot
box ( By which time we are liable to be a minority vote relative to the aliens. Having been lured to
betray ourselves by Zion’s fooled or paid agent ‘leaders’? Instead of capturing the econ- omy to form
a co-operative society giving Our Folk the economic, political, military, cultural might to bury the
parasites which do them blight.  OV Ed. ) has to resort to such machiavellian means to enable it to stay
within the sphere of political legality shows how corrupt and undemocratic the present sham of 'democracy' is
in Britain.  Dispensing with democracy The main politicians of this country are dispen- sing with the burden
of democracy and imposing alien laws and political systems upon us, just to sustain their failing grasp on
power and ensure their personal place in the rotting edifice of the old order.  Just as the last days of Ancient
Rome saw the old political order resort to utter tyranny to sustain their power, once the battle between the
forces of freedom and tyranny begins no amount of oppressive laws can stop the inevitab- le demise of liberal-
left tyranny and victory of nationalist freedom. Identity Nov.2001  www.bnp.org.uk

 Public Order Acts as all shysters’ laws , favour bias Judas judges' justice, so anything truly against para- site
rulers and their flunky Folk Traitors they deem offensive and jail the charged under iniquitous race laws that
try to legalise their Folk Treachery by criminalising Folk Patriotism  { i.e. The soul sense to be offend- ed by
traitors' vile acts, and guts to incite Folk Loyalty's love, that so hates Folk Traitors as to fight to the death to
bury any who open one's homeland to alien invasion, slavery and death of one's folk.} now called Racism,
as done by the parasites' parliaments of dictatorial authority cloaked in democratic terminol- ogy by their
puppet politicians {Whose traitor laws, favouring alien: immigration, cults, work, housing, vilifying, witch-
hunting of Resistivists, Folk Patriots declare illegal, for they are made without and against the Folk Will.}
who as Folk Traitors are so scared of riling their masters or be exposed by the enormity of their treachery, that
they must make their masters’, forbidding the querying of the Holocaust etc., inquisit- ion laws { That
Liberals, Socialists, Zionist etc. so called democrats brazenly favour against any who dare resist the leechy
rulers..} to try and justify their Folk Treachery and allied with the leechers' playfolk acad- emics, utopists,
Trotskyites etc., urge genetic genocide of the folk, claiming it is a great social experiment to further
democracy that they brazenly call this parasitocracy.  A true democracy, would have regular plebiscites about
a folk's 'To be or not to be' plus anything vital to the health of society and will naturally allow peaceful
expression of all one dislikes, without fear of arrest or assault, in any way that respects personal privacy and is
not lying about or insultive, or too lewd to folk opinion as they thru their Folk Law democratically, and open
to periodic review, decide it.  A parasitocacy makes Draconian Laws to protect Folk Traitors from being tried
for history's proven most heinous crime of Folk Treachery { e.g. Enslaving and killing of one's folk by
betraying them into alien's hands.} and to protect their money masters from being exposed and punished for
their made wars' holocaustic butchering of one's folk. So, parasites and their viler Collaborators, have no
excuse to wail pogrom or holocaust, if Folk Patriots, by their Folk's Will, mock, vilify, hound, witch-hunt, try,
jail and execute as torturously as the money throned bloodthirsty leeches do to us and other foes e.g.
Palestinians, when our Folk Courts can treat Zionist War Criminals and viler Folk Traitors with their own
shyster law doctors' prescribed bitter medicine, to cow their foes { By social psychological terrorising of the
world s̀ folk, thru their financial, legislative, military, media dictatorial sway, as used against brave Resistivists
i.e. Professor Paul Rassinier, a Socialist in the French Resistance and inmate of Buchenwald concentration
camp and the (Pseudo?) Jew J. Ginsburg who also dared to query Zion’s, power mad, leaders’ wailingly
alleged Holocaust.} claiming Zionist political trials by Pseudo-Jew or zionited judges are democratic justice.
A judge recently said ( Most likely in the haughty Norman accented ‘English’ evolved in their universities
since the Conquest, which speaks of an iron fisted - Now Zionised - ruling class.) to a couple ( Whose strong
expressions reflected their vexation with the Traitors’ unjust Democidic Acts ) charged under the Race laws:-
“ The situation in this country is such that people have to be shown that the views they hold must be kept to
themselves .” In brief our rulers in democracy’s name aloofly say: “Our Subjects, best shut their gobs or
suffer the consequences”  OV Ed
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As liberals engage in ̀ can't-lose'

debate over Britain, we say...
 Time to stop feeling guilty

about being ‘racist
LAST MONTH the liberal
establishment conducted one of its
familiar debates about r̀acism' - a
debate which in fact wasn't a debate
at all!  It all began with a report
published by a think-tank set up by
the Runnymede Trust, in the first
place with the approval of govern-
ment ministers. According to the
report, the word `British' is tainted
with r̀acism', and the idea of the
`British way of life' is a lie. The report
called for a "rethinking of the national
story and national identity" to reflect
the views of Asian, Black and Irish
people. The idea of the British
Nation, it continued, was "deeply
entwined" with race and therefore
should be "symbolically written out
of the national story."  REACTION
This, understandably, brought furi-
ous reactions from around the
country. But, regrettably, it was
chiefly articulated by politicians and
journalists. What an outrage, they
cried, to suggest the word `British'
has racist connotations! All races,

they claimed, can share in ̀ Britishness', and to back this up numerous newspapers trotted forward well-known members of ethnic minorities to say how ̀ British' they felt themselves
to be.  A Daily Mail leader was typical, describing as British "the waves of people who have settled here, from the Saxons and Vikings to the Afro-Caribbean and Asian peoples of
our own day."  In other words, either way the `anti-racists' win the argument. Racism is axiomatically bad; the only question to decide is whether being patriotic and proud to be
British is racist or not! WHAT WE SAY:- We beg to differ. First, we believe that patriotism and race feeling are not two separate and mutually exclusive things; on the contrary,
they are inseparable.  And as for Britishness, this is, equally, inseparable from British racial origins. Prior to recent Third World immigration, ( Invasion by Folk Traitor invitation.
OV Ed. ) the waves of settlers coming to the British Isles were wholly European and, in the vast majority, indigenous to Northern Europe. Over the centuries; they blended and
came to form a common British type - not difficult for their origins were extremely similar. Saxons, Vikings, Normans, Celts, Huguenots, Flemings - all these came from common
European origins and are responsible for Britain's great achievements. There can be no comparison between these tribal groups and the Afro-Caribbeans and Asians who came later
and brought with them vastly different- and incompatible - cultures. We believe that vital to the preservation of Britain's national identity is the preservation of the native English,
Scottish, Welsh and Irish stocks which have gone to create that identity. And if to say this is r̀acist', so be it!  RACISM NO CRIME  So let's be done with this idea that to be a
racist is a kind of crime - something of which we need to feel guilty. It's not so.  Of course, it's wrong to ill-treat a person because of their race; we're as much against this as any
so-called ̀ antiracists'.  But that's something entirely different from being proud of our own race and wanting to preserve it.  And we'd better start thinking seriously about preserving
the white British breed for if we don't we're going to lose our country by the time this century is out!   We can make a start by not being ashamed at being r̀acist'. So the next time
they call you this don't be apologetic; surprise them by looking them straight in the eye and say "So what?" ( No.381)  www.spearhead-uk.com    ( Jews,  Africans, Asians,
Orientals etc. and even lice are proud of being such.   So why can’t we be proud of being W.I.S.E Brits instead of conned, cowed twits ? OV Ed.

From Jane’s June 1979 “CHOICE”  "Bolton Evening News" 7/6/79.  Let Boat People'
Go To The MP  Sir, - It seems our legislators have found a new, rich source to swell the
thousands of immigrants pouring into Britain each year. I refer to the so-called "boat
people" from Vietnam.  These people have no claim to be settled in our small, over-
crowded island, as indeed; none of the annual flood from  Commonwealth countries have.
We read about the "refugees" laden with gold bars, etc. yet local councils are urged to
house them at the expen- se of the indigenous English on their waiting lists, and vast
amounts from the tax-payer for luxury camps and social security payments.  If Parliament
insists on importing these people, what of the 635 Members of the House of Commons
taking in a family each, and giving a real lead on the immigration policy they so ardently
support. I asked my MP to lead the way. E. McBriar (Mrs.)  Good idea. OV Ed )

During a series of protests on Monday, 4th June, 1979, against the admission of the Boat
People, the Foreign Office, Home Office, B.B.C., UK High Commission for Refugees,
British Council for Aid to Refugees etc. were visited, and the following was distributed:-
 PROTEST:  THE VIETNAMESE / CHINESE BOAT PEOPLE The B.B.C. World
Service disgracefully and untruthfully ( As the Ministry of Propaganda’s Voice. OV Ed.)
put out on 2nd June,1979 that there has been "a undercurrent of approval" in this country
for bringing in more: Boat People. This, despite the fact that (1) We have 1 million
homeless (Ref: April 1979 SHELTER Report) (2) There is a 68% increase in tuberculosis
(And Aids OV Ed.) among immigrants in Britain ( Ref. British Tuberculosis and Thoracic
Association ) (3) There are 600,000 people awaiting hospital treatment (4) We have 2
million (open and concealed) unemployed and more forecast ( Ref. Observer 3/6/79 )  (5)
Mounting crime and violence on our streets. THERE IS NO COMPASSION WHATEVER - ONLY
RECKLESS IRRESPONSIBILITY - IN GRANTING ASYLUM TO A GROWING NUMBER OF CHINESE UNWANTED
BECAUSE THERE ARE ALREADY  100,000-200,000 HERE.  What now of Mrs. Thatcher's no more
"swamping and Edward Heath's - at the time of the Uganda Asian expulsions - "no more
substantial settlements (Green voters grow lying politicians. OV Ed )    We warn the
Government and the B.B.C. that if it persists in misrepresenting our peoples, wishes, they
leave us no alternative but to defend our over-crowded county as best we may.

Our Folk Family is so cowed they still do not rise - and seem so de-loyalised as to be un-
able to do so - against Folk Traitors, whose enforcing of their Cosmopolite Parasite
bosses’ democidic policy of de-nationalism by mass importing aliens to - in olde English
-  fuck us out of existence, as done to other folk, by making  us the leechers multi mixed
race cheap work and war fodder, earns their being Swung High In Trees as the Sionist
Hired Indiginous Traitors = SHIT they be while we Send Home Invasive Tribes and
Terrorists.  OV Ed.

WANTED Folk Loyal men and women to be £12 ( OAP etc. £6)
a year PATRIOTIC PEOPLE’S POWER PARTY MEMBERS OR VOLUNTEERS
whose main reward will be to win our forebears’ wrought and
fought for homeland back from parasites and Folk Traitors and
their mass imported alien leechers and cheap labour whose hid
policy is to exalt their cultures and selves by burying Our Folk and
culture that unitedly we must firmly reverse e,g, by using their
twisted legal rope to choke us to hang them before they bury us
 Membership’s basic rules are total loyalty to our party members
democratic majority decided ( Or in a crisis by our elected reps )
ground policies of a tough dedication to one’s own and folk’s
welfare and freedom that thru our practical alternative producer
politic to the present parasite one fires a fighting spirit trained and
ready to rid our streets and halls etc. of anti democratic alien loyal
fanatic mobs and oust Folk Traitors etc. with their welcomed in
cheap labour and shyster armies in a fight to the death for the
Human Right of Our Folk to Survive and Thrive by making our
taxes paid  politicians, police etc. do their Folk Loyal duty of
resolutely defending Our Folk’s Rights to peacefully demonstrate
and speak our minds thru our media, in our shops and taxed for
libraries etc. without  fear of being hounded from our homes, jobs
and arrested, beaten, jailed, acci-murdered under an undemocratic
decided excuse e.g. “ Being liable to cause a breach of the peace”
to suppress Our Folk in our forebears’ wrought and fought for
country in submission to i.e. the wily Occupied Palestine loyal
Khazar Capitalist and Communist Comrade Commissar Pseudo
Jew loan sharks’ made orders that we must fight and die for their
vampiric usury dictated politic in democracy’s name while
denying our right to query the truth of their lies and support of
alien rule favouring mobs etc. that cause Our Folk’s need to rise to
enforce life’s Natural Human Right Law to stay alive and live in
liberty by using all needed force to proudly be and keep being A
Free Folk  by never letting Folk Traitors to again us yoke with
leechers by whom we are bled till  dead as their cowed slavish
goy mokes

SO WHAT? When we Self Freed Folk Familyists
are in power we shall try you anti-gentilites,
Zionist Pseudo Jew Khazar Capitalist and
Communist Comrade Commissars, megaloma-
niacal paranoid, self fooled and sainted God
Chosen elitist racists and your viler flunkey Folk
Traitors, for the crime of forcibly applied Genetic
Democide of Our Folk, by slyly having us mass
slaughtered in your wars for world power and the
mass importation of alien cheap labour and
shysters whom you raise  to be your  rip off shop-
keepers, toady teachers, doctors, preachers, police
etc. overseers of us to be as your bred, cowed,
rootless, interbred multi mixed race, cheapest
possible servile labour, democidely bled until
dead in your Global Imperium of Usury since
Folk Traitors made Our Country into another of
your  yoked colonies.

We reps of Zion’s Imperium of Usury
accuse you Folk Loyalists of our opted
crimes i.e. nationalism, anti-semitism,
(Ironic! As Zionists hate Arabs) zeno-
phobism, racism, and daring to query
our claimed holocaust plus our god
given right to inquisitorially rule you as
our war and work fodder servile
subjects in this our colony that was
once your country, but you lacked the
wits, guts and foresight to keep it.

Kill Off all schmuck
goys  against our

Shylock rule
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MONEY
BOUGHT
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Meant to secure the Palestinian’s land as their just due
Against the SC’s illegal ratifying of invader Pseudo Jews
Who tell the UN via their SC’s scorned views - Up You!
Which cocky perverting of the United Nation’s Charter
  And lack of determination by e.g. Middle East nations
To unitedly leave the UN until it is democratically fair

  As equal nations freed from Zion’s usury dictation
And able to stop the likes of Bush and his toady Blair

To piously call Zion’s foes terrorist type murderers
To excuse their own barbaric total terrorist warfare

That can blast away any day thousands of innocent lives
Thru ordering their ‘heroes’ to bomb fom high in the air
To secure oil and Zion’s Occupied Palestine will survive

By trying to bow Lebanon, Afghanistan and Iraq
Whose folk were only engaged in life’s daily strife

Having nought to do with the New York attack
Fighting only against nature’s forces to thrive
Thinking 9/11 was another hideous black day
That blew thousands of innocent lives away

Done by they who thought it to be the only way
For they were weaker in weaponry to their enemy

Who murder Palestinians, Afghans and Iraqis each day
Aiming to enforce the world’s Folk Families to be

Thru using Zion’s e.g. usury bowed Britain and USA
A multi mixed race bred cheap labour menagerie

Serving the self God Chosen Race of Zion slavishly
Who as world power mad megalomaniac terrorists

Committing the most heinous Crimes against Humanity
Should be tried for war crimes as pitiless extremists

Who invade other counties in the name of democracy
And expect them not to resist as will any Folk Loyalists

For murdering many thousands of innocent civvies
And then think we should free them from all blame

For causing vengeful suicide bombers to try the same
On relative much smaller scales as 7/7 that often fail

But in Zion’s press are blown up into an howling wail
As the imperialists desire to Our Folk bloodily shame

By letting the leeches lure us to mass murder for their aims
Naturally resulting in Zion’s foes hating Our Folk’s name
As any folk would if subjected by an invader to the same
Which soul filled hate does the suicide bombers sustain
As did Churchill with “We will fight on the beaches..”

While he and royalty etc, would flee to Canada by plane
Did the same suicidalism to Our Folk braggingly preach

As do the likes of Bush and Blair from their safe armchairs
Expecting us to to fight and die for they who do us leech

For let’s be fair they did so called pre-emptive war declare
Meaning the bullies legalising of their pitiless aggression

By mass murdering civvies, their said collateral, from the air
On pretensions of  e.g. there being weapons of mass destruction

In Afghanistan and Iraq whose folk didn’t commit the 9/11 attack
Done by Saudis thinking against Islam’s foes they fought back

And naturally when the Folk in the lands of Bush and Blair
Do not enough care to topple such leaders from the ruling chairs
The invaded lands’ Folk Loyal suicide bombers in total despair

Lacking weaponry to their foes hideously powerful ones compare
Think their bombers’ Folk should their own Folk’s suffering share
And so try to end such wars for all peaceful Folk’s mutual welfare
By driving out the vampiric ghoulish warmongers out of their lairs
 So no matter how they change the rules of their made war games

That excuse mass murdering of civvies for the leechers’ aims
Folk Patriots will still hang Folk Traitors in justice’s name

For such slimy scum are the vilest of folk decay’s bred creatures
As they betray their Own Folk to be by leechy aliens bled till dead
Then as wilfully made porn etc. rotted swill be fed to the vultures

For e.g. as misled Twit Brits we are relative to aliens being fewer bred
Thereby killed off as Zion’s conned believers in a multi mixed race culture

That destroys our wits and spunk needed to secure Our Folk’s future
Instead of having the sense of knowing we must use max offence

Against any who will not leave Our Folk in peace and use violence
As it is the only defence against any who threaten Our Folk’s existence

Otherwise the e.g. Zionist elitist self sainted God’s Chosen racists
As sly predatory imperialists will make Our Folk their own suicidists

                   SUICIDISTS    C M  15.8. 2005  FPW
Are Our Folk such a cowed and stupid breed

Or have we been made to our future lack heed
By an elitist self Chosen Race of parasite seed
Who by usury do us economically max bleed
To so politically, militarily, culturally us lead
And dictate what we should say, see or read

So we dare not of their acts make evaluations
Having by gagging laws mugged our minds

To stop us to their alleged holocaust question
Or their causative racist politics laying behind

The victims’ suicide bombers’ retaliations
To Zion’s ruthless terrorists’ designed
Mass murder bombing exterminations
Of many thousands of innocent civies
For their Freedom Fighters dare defy

Zion’s mercenary military to colonise their country
In Democracy’s name to Usury’s Dictation apply
By using our rash youth for their leechers’ to die
 As our Folk Traitors propaganda stuffed military
Made war fodder with no rights to question why

E.g. traitors can import aliens to Our Folk contrary
With their diverse traits, opinions and religions

 Greeted by Zionists to yoke and choke Our Folk
As our teachers, doctors, police and preachers

To mind mould Our Folk into exalting their leechers
 Having promoted the aliens to over us supervise

To make us betray our military dead’s Folk Loyalty
Proving that we no longer earn the name WISE
For true Brits would rise against such treachery
Having got the wits and guts to them so despise

As to traditionally hang Folk Traitors into history
Instead of being led twits by leechers’ bled till dead
While our country is made a cheap labour colony
With naive ‘Good Doers’ on our genociders’ side
In Zion’s world wide webbed Imperium of Usury

Wherein they over each Folk Family preside
And by scientific social psychology applied

Urge each Folk - but not theirs - to commit suicide
By induced multi mixed race genetic democide
Thru breeding us into peanut paid cheap labour
Willing to be mass murdered as cannon fodder
 In Socialisms name to the Capitalists favour

Thus making each Folk Family bowed minions
 Meek parroters of their leecher’s propaganda
Who fear to have any strong contrary opinions

To the ones in the Zionist dictator’s petrified media
Whose editors etc. fear Zionited mobs’ made terror
Ensuring no Brit loyal literature in shops or libraria

As anyone can see only alien loyalties do they mirror
Reflecting the cowed state of our alien yoked folk

For against such scorn for themselves few dare talk
As Zionists are now the chiefs of their hijacked Mafia
Most in fact being from a tribe of Pseudo Jew Khazars

Spying on us as Mossad agents in MI5 and the CIA
 As Capitalist and Communist Comrade Commissars

Who would have us as their cowed dopes believe
Our sly leechers are by their mythical god divined

As its racist created Chosen Race of swinish thieves
Who by usury economics are as gangsters enshrined
To have the right to rule the world under their hand

  From their illegally and ruthlessly Occupied Palestine
They rabidly claim to be their god’s Promised Land

 Got by their usury steered Security Council’s vile crime
Of toadily ratifying Zion’s demand to occupy Palestine
 For by Zion’s loans the SC is financially kept supine
 Making most UN members meekly toe Zion’s set line
To their Zionist led heinous crimes be cowardly blind
And in democracy’s name they dictatorially undersign

By e.g. inaction to the slaughter of the folk in Deir Yassin
Claimed as a victory by the Irgun terrorists under Begin

Who got the (ig)Nobel Peace Prize by the sway of his race kin
  And by the UN doing nought to enforce resolutions like 242
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FOLK FORUM for letters and articles fostering United Folk Patriotism’s Strength   for UNITED WE WILL LIVE AND DIVIDED WE WILL DIE and it’s urgent to help stop
Our Folk being in a few years dodoed into oblivion by alien loyal democidic ethnic extincters driving us to commit Folk Suicide by multi mixed race genetic genocide to be cheap
labour and cannon fodder in our country now a colony in the paranoid megalomaniac Self Sanctified “God Chosen Race” Pseudo Jew Indo-Turk Khazar Capitalist and Communist
Comrade Commissars’ World Webbed Imperium of Usury helped by their bought and viler flunky Folk Traitors who our forebears would have rightly shot and cast out their invited  
invaders   for Folk Traitors are life’s worst scum, foulest of foes and most heinous of racists for they gladly betray their kin and Folk Family to be sapped then bloodily annihilated in
favour of a ruthless alien race of parasite dictators who live by bleeding till dead the producers for the fruits of their work thru ruling over their mass medias’ penned sheepish flock of
toady collaborators whose cowardly way of trying to please our insatiable leechers is causing Our Folk’s oblivion that we can only end by being a Folk Faithful unity of devoted activists
with the wits and guts to when able with all non self destructive means take control of our economy to get the military, political, cultural power without waiting for a messianic leader
to win the majority of our kinfolk’s hailing of Our Loyal Folk’s Victory to survive and thrive forever freed from this class caste flunkey ranked slavery for we prefer to fight to make the
parasites commit their own suicidal Final Solution by we economically etc. helping fellow producers to win the inevitable Decisive Conflicts to live and die worthily freed from slavery
in a Grimm’s mass media mind muddled and Pied Piper led into Carrolls’ Wonderland believing our leechers lies as in Andersen’s “The Emperors New Clothes” while existing on an
Orwellian “Animal Farm” as unequally equal guinea pigs in a scientific social psychology run lab, propagandised to think we live in a democracy anthening “God Save Royalty”
having been Big Boss carrot and stick driven to exist on booze, porn and balls to be cattleised, lovelessly lab bred, cloned, biocomputerised peanut paid en-gene-ered robotic slaves
vacuously serving a leechy tribe of elitist parasites as their conned toady idiots used to gain their world power aims as a self haloed God Chosen Race and Churchill’s (“Popular
Science” June1925)? writ wish that maybe made Huxley novel it in his “Brave New World” which is evolving rapidly

OUR CAUSE  Like other parties in history we the Patriotic People’s Power Party ( PPPP) were born to fight for Our Folk’s desire to survive and thrive by destroying the evil
threatening to exterminate us against which we shall use our media etc. to foster as our name betokens Folk Loyal Nationalism i.e. Folk Family Unity or Folk Fascism which name the
puppets of Zionism ( Parasitism, Racism and Imperialism’s peak) can call we giving us no shame for it is one of the few names that embodies an anti parasite politic that the
leechers express fear of as most others e.g. Conservative, SWP, Labour, Communist are just our leechers’ loving carrot and stick parties whom as their money masters’ voices howl
against Fascism in their phony democracy’s name ironically snorting against our urged Populism i.e. Sober Majority Folk Willed Rule ( The only real democracy) that they attack thru
their medias’ daily lies against us now backfiring on them to give us good free publicity that is winning over their disaffected who less vote for the cosmopolite parasites’ puppets and
are rightly turning to us saying As you Fascists are our parasites’ most feared foes then you must be we producers best friends who say we must bury our leechers to the reign over
our made wealth gain. This Folk Positive Propagation trend is making our Folk Traitor rulers tear out their hair in despair for in their haste to bury Our Folk Identity that unifies us in
our fight against being suicidally genetic genocidally etc. bred into multi mixed race cheap labour they make draconic laws against us and abusively call our Folk Patriotic Civil
Servants, Military, Police “Institutionalised Racists”  for as Europeans having, like all true Orientals, Africans, Asians etc. healthy natural species of life an instinctive self preservation
Natural Patriotism to serve and preserve their Caucasian kith and kin for which cause the PPPP exist aware that we will be ruthlessly opposed by our treacherous foes who like we
must fight ( As nature only accepts those having the strength to exist) to decide whom will rule in our land the Parasites as Our Folk’s exterminators or we Producers as Our Folk’s
propagators   So Parasites, Folk Traitors, Toady Collaborators heed this warning:  The Souls of Folk Patriots you hunt, torture and murder expect their kinfolk to avenge them as they
would them in this holiest of wars you started for Our Folk to be or not to be  LIVING AS A FREE FOLK ETERNALLY

OUR AIMS The survival of our lands’ genetic, history, cultural, geo united Folk needs the undivisive strength of an ethnic (W)elsh(I)rish((S)cots(E)nglish run and owned
Republican Confederal Britain with a united outer military, economic, political, cultural defence based on the max inner unity of Competitive Producers’ anti usury/pollution run
cooptivist industries; Humane social welfare; Co-ordinated laws for Our Folk’s best ( Or we can be divided and conquered ) to reduce crime etc.  For which the Irish need to unite
before cosy chaired ‘Good Doers’ and FolkTraitors ( Who even con their kin by claiming to be Folk loyal Socialists whom they stab in the back by greeting more Capitalist leechy  
aliens in.   ) make the Irish bury themselves - As duped Brits in other parts of Britain are doing - unless the leechers are rooted or as needed booted out by our retrieving the wealth
they robbed from Our Folk to pay their transport home. “Nazis steal our hard earned wealth” We hear the sly leeches wail.  That the pitiless robbers gloatingly bleeed out of their
bled till dead pauperised producers.   Ref: The EU etc. We are for a world money but not one worthed by leechy Soro speculators who bleed countries into being their colonies and,
as if  sheep, fleece the producers of their work’s worthed money, so we urge Our Folk to  KEEP and DO AS THEY LIKE with THEIR  WORK’S MADE MONEY

OUR VOICE   As a media of the PPPP = PATRIOTIC PEOPLES POWER PARTY so you can help us be viable TO VOICE OUR FOLK’S WILL we ask Folk Loyal
organisations and persons to buy their legally responsible say and so add YOUR VOICES to make “OUR VOICE” heard on most anything ( With a truly named etc. SAE to be kept
secret and only published as you say and per word and number pay for ) in notice, articles, letters etc. that will stay the author’s copyright outside their use by “OUR VOICE” and
its affiliated.  Verified Paid ads got after 1 week before our publication will most likely have to wait for the next publication.  Ads  discounts = 15% between 5 to 25; 25% to 50; 35%
for any over 50 issues of “OUR VOICE” whose public sale price +  add any post cost is 25p; a 12 issue subscription £5;  Bulk buying discounts = as the above Ads.  Half of early  
returned issues will be refunded   Overseas Buyers and Advertisers  need only add the air or sea postage costs to the above stated prices and pay us in British money by Travellers’
Cheque  <  This c. sized 187 words at our VAT incl. price of 25p per word/number ( c.75% less than other papers ) would cost £46 + £2.pw for a BOX NR. to be paid only by cheque
or PO ( Cartoons, pictures, styled adverts etc. will be at consulted prices) At postage cost all  pw mail can be posted to the advertiser

 Any articles sent ( We may publish anonymous ones the senders hereby knowing they will lose their payments if we do not publish them ) will only be published by  “OUR
VOICE” or its affiliates if their editors think them within their mores and acceptable to their FOLK LOYAL readers who as we accept that life is the strife to survive and thrive even
among the human race made of history’s evolved life enriching many varied cultures, tongues, races, ethnics that to feed etc. their growing folk numbers are territorially etc. expansive
so we must each be co-operatively protective of own survival and maybe our evolved continuity in a confederal world order thru a peaceful merger of economies, tongues, cultures etc.
for which reasons we will resist any favouring  of life’s most ruthless predators i.e . Parasites and Folk Traitors who for self profit spread their folk debase and erase perversities
resulting in the deadly AIDS whose sodomic carriers are kept alive to more spread love’s death and fairily dance on the streets demanding  ( From our parasite yoked folk who dare
not against them talk ) more Human Rights to murder Humanity plus we have MAD COW DISEASE ETC. ( Factualising the old saying: “WHOMEVER THE GODS’ WISH TO DESTROY THEY
FIRST MAKE MAD” ) and the agitating of the world’s races etc. against each other to divide and conquer us and make us peanut paid multi mixed race cheap labour and cannon fodder
slaves serving a leechy anti social welfare usury bred and fed self sanctified “GOD CHOSEN RACE”  of PSEUDO JEW KHAZARS whose DEMOCIDIC PROPAGANDA AND DRACONIC ANTI FOLK
POWER LAWS ETC. PLUS  IN WORK AND IN WORK AND WARS  BEING BLED UNTIL DEAD FOR THEM have weakened many of Our Folk’s wills to survive and thrive and so they must be revived
out of their suicidal sickness by eliminating our mind poisoners as ruthlessly as they do any sucker folk that swallow e.g. THE PITILESS  PSEUDO JEW KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST
COMRADE COMMISSARS’ WAILING WALL ANTI-RACISM BULL of contradictively ( For they have over many generations bled billions of us until dead as usury bred and fed leechy rulers
that they fervently deny despite it being an obvious truth seen in their owning most of the world’s top businesses, art works etc. which were leeched from their suckered folk on
earth - not got from a god in heaven ) being a  persecuted “God Chosen Race” that clearly makes their god a racist bigot    So any betrayal of our military etc. dead and other
undermining of our folk e.g.. by favourably publishing our leechers’ import of cheap labour  ( As only in need will we let aliens be our advisers never Our Folk’s supervisors or
sports’ etc. reps. for if we can’t fight to win life’s battles then we should be museum stuffed as a dodo folk ) will be tabu and if done will end the editors job as decided by “OUR
VOICE” etc. Elected Guardians for going against their party etc. founders’ wishes to preserve Our Folk by winning back control of our economy and so military, political, cultural
power to revive Our Folk’s natural lust to strife to survive and thrive that is secured by being soul bonded in Our Folk Patriotic Politic that is religiously spirited in Our Folk Church
Schools AS OUR INSULATION AGAINST ISOLATION AND EXTERMINATION

This is a FREE OPINION PAPER whose writers and editors are only legally responsible for their given views so if the above is to‘good doers’ etc. a  too raw sketch of the causes of
Our Folk being led down Suicide Rd. and how to change it by burying Folk Traitor rulers ( If not too late ) to turn Our Folk from the edge of extinction then let aliens bury the
fools who have Patriots hunted, jailed, tortured, killed for trying to warn Our Folk via e.g. “Our Voice” which as other Brit media is banned by Folk Traitors from libraries,
shops, etc. that boast AntiBrit African, Asian, Jewish etc. media

Please send ads and donations as all payments to our cause by recorded post to F.P. WALSH PPPP, PO BOX 38003, LONDON SW19 6XQ, BRITAIN.  A  SAE  included or over £15
donation will be acknowledged so any donater can know it has gone into a bank account and not in anybody’s pocket they will also by a SAE request will get from us each c. Apr.
and Oct. a full account of the fund which will be primarily used to build our economic base to be run as humanely efficient as possible by our folk employed at the social average
rates with the top paid getting no more than 15% above our employeds’ average to with the help of our best possible supported volunteers work to have the power to help our
cause’s £14 ( £7. OAP  ETC.) per year registered members and when able non members to have kin ethnic staffed Safe Refuges and Nursing etc. homes ( Any donated or reasonable
rented properties will be welcomed ) plus for LEGAL AID AND FAMILY HELP IF ARRESTED, JAILED ETC. FOR FIGHTING FOR OUR FOLK’S FREEDOM AND PREVENTION FROM EXTINCTION
ETC. IN OUR HOLY FIGHT TO DEATH STRUGGLE TO WIN BACK AND FOREVER KEEP OUR FOREBEARS’ WROUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR LAND   IN THIS OUR BATTLE FOR   BRITAIN  IN
MEMORY OF THOSE WHO HAVE FOUGHT AND DIED IN BATTLES OF BRITAIN

PROUD TO FIGHT TO BE AND KEEP FREE   FOREVER LIVE OUR FOLK    HAIL OUR VICTORY  SKOL!    CM  FPW
                     Help to Spread Our World Wide Web:-  www.ab4ps.com


